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ABSTRACT

This thesis focuses on molecular dynamics simulations utilizing different

integration methods and analytic potential models. A model involving the elastic

potential, a model utilizing the Lennard-Jones potential, and a model that combines

the two are presented using a symplectic and non-symplectic integration scheme for

each model. Changes in the energy of the system are tracked in order to observe

any potential drift in total energy, and tradeoffs between accuracy and

computational efficiency among the different models and integration schemes

employed are explored. The size of the system is varied as well to gauge the impact

of system size on a simulation’s run time.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This thesis focuses on the simulation of atomic motion (more generally referred to

as molecular dynamics). Molecular dynamics is a very active field with applications

in pharmaceuticals, materials science, nanotechnology, protien modeling and folding

and many other areas [2, 9]. Simulations involving molecular dynamics are

computer programs that simulate molecular movement and as a result allow motion

to be animated on an atomic scale.

Science has always had a natural curiosity with what composes matter. Molecular

dynamics in its earliest stages, began with scientists trying to construct actual

physical models of molecules. Frank Westheimer’s work in 1946 on the physical

attributes of biphenyl derivatives was one of the earliest results that showed the

validity of the molecular dynamics approach [9]. In the 1960’s work was primarily

focused on developing and verifying force field parameters of chemical compounds

by testing calculations involving the parameters against observed experimental data

[9]. Naturally with the advent of computers and the growth of computing power

over the years, molecular dynamics became a much more feasible and powerful tool.

Models for force fields can be quite complex and the molecular systems that are

simulated have grown in size and complexity [9].

Molecular dynamic simulations attempt to serve as the gateway between the

macroscopic world of the laboratory and the microscopic length and time scales at

the atomic level [1]. The hope is that observation of microscopic interactions enable

predictions of bulk material properties [1]. Simulations can allow individuals to get

an accurate idea of how a system will respond to various stimuli, allowing

individuals and corporations to produce better prototypes saving both capital and

resources.

Newton’s second law plays a key role in molecular dynamic simulations and, with

r̈ representing the acceleration vector of the body using standard Cartesian

coordinates in R3, is given by the well-known equation

F = mr̈. (1.1)

1
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One might naturally wonder why, since we are talking about things on the atomic

level, are we not using Schrödinger’s equation, and there are several very good

reasons not to. First calculations involving Schrödinger’s equation are often very

difficult and computationally expensive [8, 2], which is a problem due to the sheer

size of the system for some simulations. Also exact solutions for Schrödinger’s

equation exist for an extremely small number of cases [2]. So rather than perform

potetially difficult and computationally expensive operations that will most likely

result in an approximation anyway, the classical approach is taken since it still in

many instances provides a valid approximation without being a computational

burden.

Following the classical approach it is known that the total engery in a dynamical

system is given by H = T + V where T is the total kinetic and V is the total

potential energy of the system. Notice if the system is conservative then the total

energy remains constant at some value e for all time. With the classic formulation

for kinetic energy as T = 1
2
m‖ṙ‖2, where m is the mass of the particle and ṙ the

velocity vector of the particle, we have that

e =
1

2
m‖ṙ‖2 + V (r). (1.2)

The gradient of the above equation with respect to time, as a result of the chain

rule and the fact that e is a constant, yields

0 = mṙ
dṙ

dt
+
dV

dr

dr

dt
. (1.3)

But dṙ
dt

is the acceleration, which is the second derivative with respect to position,

and dr
dt

is the velocity of the particles in the system. This means we have

0 = mṙ
d2r

dt2
+
dV

dr
ṙ (1.4)

=

(
m
d2r

dt2
+
dV

dr

)
ṙ. (1.5)

Notice the above equation is true whenever the velocity is 0 or whenever the term

inside the parentheses is 0. Recall that Newton’s second law is given by F = mr̈ so

2
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making the appropriate substituion gives

0 = mr̈ +
dV

dr

0 = F +
dV

dr

−dV
dr

= F. (1.6)

So we have that in a conservative system the force equals the negative gradient of

the potential.

Molecular dynamical systems in general are often ill-conditioned and as a result

can be highly affected by perturbations inherent in standard ordinary numerical

methods [9, 2], since those methods do not necessarily conserve the system’s energy.

Symplectic methods are based on symplectic geometry and are typically much

better at conserving energy when compared to non-symplectic methods making

them very popular in molecular dynamics. They preserve the system’s energy, a

desirable property since this is what is observed in nature, by ensuring that every

step of the integration is a canonical transformation [7]. Non-symplectic methods

however are considered dissipative since energy is not always conserved. Both a

symplectic and a non-symplectic integration scheme is utilized in this thesis.

The symplectic method used is the velocity verlet algorithm. In addition to being

symplectic, the velocity verlet algorithm is also highly stable and has a time

reversibility property [3]. The local error in regard to position for the velocity verlet

algorithm is O(h4) [5] while the global error is O(h2) [5]. Both the local and global

error regarding velocity are O(h2) [5]. The velocity verlet algorithm is given in

general by the following

r(t+ δ(t)) = r(t) + ṙ(t)δ(t) +
1

2
r̈(t)δ2(t) (1.7a)

ṙ(t+ δ(t)) = ṙ(t) +
r̈(t) + r̈(t+ δ(t))

2
δ(t), (1.7b)

where δ(t) is the step size.

The non-symplectic method presented is the fourth order Runge Kutta Method

(RK4), and while the RK4 method is not symplectic it is highly accurate. The RK4

3
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scheme’s local error of O(h5) and global error of O(h4) for a given step size h [6] are

substantially better than the corresponding error properties associated with the

velocity verlet algorithm.

However the RK4 method does have one key restriction in that the method can

only be applied to first order ordinary differential equations. That is to say the RK4

method can only be applied to equations of the form

dy

dt
= f(t, y), y(0) = y0 (1.8)

Newton’s second law (1.1) though is second order. However a transformation of

variables can transform this single second order equation into two first order

equations. Consider the substitution where w = r and z = ṙ. Then we notice that

ż = r̈ and we have two first order equations now with

ż =
F

m
(1.9)

and

ẇ = z. (1.10)

The RK4 scheme is given by

yi+1 = yi +
1

6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)h, (1.11)

where

k1 = f(ti, yi) (1.12a)

k2 = f

(
ti +

1

2
h, yi +

1

2
k1h

)
(1.12b)

k3 = f

(
ti +

1

2
h, yi +

1

2
k2h

)
(1.12c)

k4 = f(ti + h, yi + k3h), (1.12d)

with ti = t0 + ih and yi = y(ti).

As mentioned two analytic potential models are used: the Lennard-Jones

potential and an elastic potential. Analytic potentials are functions that

4
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approximate a potential energy surface based soley on particles’ respective positions

[4]. The Lennard-Jones potential’s mathematical simplicity and cheap programming

cost make it very popular in molecular dynamics [4, 8, 2] and information regarding

specific parameter values are known for many molecules. With r representing the

magnitude of the distance between two particles calculated using the standard

2-norm, so that r = ‖r‖, the potential is given by

VLJ = 4ε

[(σ
r

)12
−
(σ
r

)6]
, (1.13)

where ε and σ are parameters assigned values to represent particle characteristics.

The following graph illustrates the potential.

Figure 1.1. The Lennard-Jones potential

As shown in the figure above, the minimum occurs at r = 2
1
6σ, since

differentiating with respect to r gives

dV (r)

dr
= 4ε[−12σ12r−13 + 6σ6r−7]. (1.14)

5
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Setting the derivative equal to 0 and solving for r yields

0 = 4ε[−12σ12r−13 + 6σ6r−7] (1.15)

= 24εσ6r−7[1− 2σ6r−6]. (1.16)

So then, since r 6= 0, we must have

0 = 1− 2σ6r−6.

Solving for r then gives

2σ6 = r6

2
1
6 (σ6)

1
6 = r

2
1
6σ = r. (1.17)

Since the sign of the first derivative is negative to the left of 2
1
6σ and positive to

the right of 2
1
6σ we see that the critical point is in fact a minimum. Plugging in 2

1
6σ

in for r in the Lennard-Jones potential shows that the minimum of the potential is

V
(

2
1
6σ
)

= 4ε

[(
σ

2
1
6σ

)12

−
(

σ

2
1
6σ

)6
]

= 4ε

[(
2

−1
6

)12
−
(

2
−1
6

)6]
= 4ε[2−2 − 2−1]

= 4ε

[
−1

4

]
= −ε.

So since the gradient of the potential is 0 at 2
1
6σ, assigning a value of 1 to σ will

result in the equilibrium position of the particles being 2
1
6 units. That is to say if

particles are 2
−1
6 units apart then there will be neither a repulsive nor attractive

force between the particles.

As is shown by Figure 1.1 if the distance between two particles, if r, is small then

6
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the potential increases greatly, and as a result particles will be repelled. This action

is modeling the Pauli repulsion forces observed in nature. However as r increases to

∞, that is to say as particles get farther and farther apart, only a mild attraction is

experienced. This makes the potential very popular for modeling gasses. However

particles in solids and liquids are obviously constrained more than particles of

grasses. The elastic potential enables us to ensure that particles do not get too far

apart, a desired feature for modeling solids and liquids.

7
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CHAPTER II

DEVELOPING THE MODELS

2.1 Dimensional considerations and initial geometric setup

The system that is being dealt with is based on a minute scale and so appropriate

adjustments to standard units need to be made for computations. In the simulation

a computational unit of length 1 corresponds to an actual length of 10−10 meters or

1 angstrom. A computational unit of time corresponds to 10−12 seconds or 1

picosecond, and a computational unit of mass corresponds to 1.67262158 · 10−27

kilograms, or the mass of a single proton. The following table summarizes

relationships between the computational units of the simulation and their

corresponding standard mks counterparts.

Table 2.1: Relationships between computational values and standard mks units
Quantity Computational Value MKS Value

Length (L) 1 10−10 meters
Time (T) 1 10−12 seconds (1ps)
Mass (M) 1 1.67262158 · 10−27 kg

Velocity (V) 1 100 m/s
Energy (E) 1 1.67262158 · 10−13 joules

The initial geometric configuration of the molecules is the same in all of the

presented simulations. All particles except for one are lined up along the x-axis at

their equilibrium position in R3. With this configuration we may enumerate the

particles where, moving from left to right, the first particle is the particle that is the

leftmost particle along the x-axis. The second particle is the particle just to the

right of the first, the third particle just to the right of the second, and so on. So the

coordinates for the jth particle are given by(
2

1
6 (j − 1), 0, 0

)
for j = 1 . . . n (2.1)

The third particle will create a reaction from the system since it is initially

8
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displaced from its equilibrium position along the y-axis with coordinates(
2

1
6 (2), 0.5, 0

)
.

The following diagram illustrates the setup with 7 particles.

Figure 2.1. Initial particle arrangement for all simulations

Notationally, rj will represent the position vector of the jth particle in Cartesian

coordinates according to the enumeration scheme described previously. The velocity

vector of the jth particle is ṙj, and the acceleration vector is r̈j. Following this

notation, the vector pointing from the ith particle to the jth particle will be given by

rj − ri, and will be denoted by ri,j. The norm of ri,j is calculated using the

standard Euclidean 2-norm in R3 so that

ri,j = ‖ri,j‖

will denote the length of the vector directed from particle i to particle j.

9
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2.2 Elastic potential

As pointed out in the introduction we know that the negative gradient of the

potential will yield the force experience by a particle which will then allow the

acceleration of the particle to be determined and allow the evolution of the system

to be tracked throughout time. The elastic potential is based on a simple harmonic

oscillator, and for a spring with its equilibrium point placed at the origin we know

that the potential energy of the spring is given by

V =
1

2
k‖r‖2. (2.2)

However if the equilibrium point of the spring is not at the origin but at some

other point say α, then we must shift the potential energy function by α so that the

potential energy function of a spring with equlibrium position at some point other

than the origin is given by

V =
1

2
k(‖r‖ − α)2. (2.3)

And the negative gradient of the above equation gives us the familiar Hooke’s

Law, the force felt by the body resulting from the displacement of the spring

F = −k(‖r‖ − α)
r

‖r‖
. (2.4)

The simulations presented involve multiple particles. So if there are n masses

present, say m1,m2, . . . ,mn, each with position vectors r1, r2, . . . , rn with spring

constant k which is neither compressed nor expanded when it is at a length of α

joining bodies j and j + 1 we have that the force, F j, on the jth mass is given by

the the sum of the forces the jth mass feels from its immediate neighbors (that is

the mass just to the left and mass just to the right of the jth mass in the initial set

up). So we see, following the previously introduced notation, that the force on the

jth mass is given by

F j = −k rj−1,j

‖rj−1,j‖
(‖rj−1,j‖ − α) + k

rj,j+1

‖rj,j+1‖
(‖rj,j+1‖ − α) , for j = 2 : n− 1. (2.5)

10
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We know according to Newton’s law that F = mr̈, and so we have the resulting

system where

m1r̈1 = k
r1,2

‖r1,2‖
(‖r1,2‖ − α) (2.6a)

mj r̈j = −k rj−1,j

‖rj−1,j‖
(‖rj−1,j‖−α)+k

rj,j+1

‖rj,j+1‖
(‖rj,j+1‖−α) , for j = 2 : n−1 (2.6b)

mnr̈n = −k rn,n−1

‖rn,n−1‖
(‖rn,n−1‖ − α). (2.6c)

And with this system we are able to solve for the jth particle’s acceleration at the

current timestep, which is needed in both integration methods. In the RK4 scheme

the acceleration is needed to solve one of the transformed first order differential

equations. In the velocity verlet scheme, once the acceleration is determined, the

particles’ positions are updated. Then using the updated position information, the

acceleration at the next time step is found, which will allow the velocity of the

particles for the current time step to be updated according to the scheme presented

in the introduction.

In order to calculate the energy at the current time step, we will need to know the

total potential energy of the current time step and the total kinetic energy at the

current time step. The total potential energy will be the sum of the potential

energies for each particle according to its position at the current time step so that

the total potential energy of the system is given by

1

2
k(‖r1,2‖ − α)2 +

1

2
k(‖r2,3‖ − α)2 + . . .+

1

2
k(‖rn−1,n‖ − α)2 =

1

2
k

n−1∑
j=1

(‖rj,j+1‖ − α)2. (2.7)

Similarly, the total kinetic energy of the dynamical system will be the sum of the

kinetic energies of the individual particles at each time step, and with the classic

equation of kinetic energy as T = 1
2
m‖ṙ‖ we have that the total kinetic energy of

11
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the dynamical system will be given by

1

2
m1‖ṙ1‖2 +

1

2
m2‖ṙ2‖2 + . . .+

1

2
mn‖ṙn‖2 =

1

2

n∑
j=1

mj‖ṙj‖2. (2.8)

The total energy is found by summing the total potential and total kinetic

energies at the current timestep, so that the total energy of the system at the

current time step is given by

1

2

[(
n∑

j=1

mj‖ṙj‖2
)

+

(
k

n−1∑
j=1

(‖rj,j+1‖ − α)2

)]
. (2.9)

2.3 Lennard-Jones potential

As with the elastic potential, we will still use the fact that the negative gradient

of the potential equals the force in order to set up an equation that will allow us to

solve for a particle’s acceleration at the current timestep and hence enable the

system to be animated. However the Lennard-Jones potential is modeled as a global

potential so that every particle feels a potential from every other particle and not

just a potential resulting from that particle’s immediate neighbors.

The Lennard-Jones potential between two particles is given as above as

VLJ = 4ε

[(
σ

‖ri,j‖

)12

−
(

σ

‖ri,j‖

)6
]
. (2.10)

Now we use the fact that the negative gradient of the potential equals the force,

and assigning computational values of 1 to both σ and ε in the simulation, we see

that the force particle j experiences due to its position from particle i is expressed as

F j = −[4(−12‖rj,i‖−13 − (−6)‖rj,i‖−7)]
rj,i

‖rj,i‖
. (2.11)

Performing some algebra yields

F j =
48rj,i

‖rj,i‖2

(
1

‖rj,i‖12
− 0.5

‖rj,i‖6

)
. (2.12)

12
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Again since the Lennard Jones potential is a global potential the total force on

particle j is the sum of the forces particle j feels due to its position from each of the

other individual i particles, so that the total force on particle j is given by

F j =
∑
i 6=j

48rj,i

‖rj,i‖2

(
1

‖rj,i‖12
− 0.5

‖rj,i‖6

)
for j = 1 . . . n. (2.13)

As before once we know the total force on particle j dividing by its mass will

allow us to find particle j′s acceleration at the current timestep.

For the energy calculation the kinetic energy is the same as in the elastic model.

For the potential energy we now use the potential energy accoding to the

Lennard-Jones potential so that the total potential energy due to particle j′s

positon relative to particle i is given by

∑
i 6=j

4

(
1

‖rj,i‖12
− 1

‖rj,i‖6

)
for j = 1 . . . n, (2.14)

with rj,i defined as above. And so the total potential energy is then the sum of the

potential energy of each particle.

2.4 Combination

As mentioned previously, the Lennard-Jones potential strongly models repulsion

forces that will help keep particles from getting too close together, but attractive

forces are not strongly felt according to that potential. The elastic potential will

help keep particles from getting too far apart and give us behavior that is expected

in a solid material. In the combination model to approximate the potential energy

surface the Lennard-Jones and elastic potentials are combined so that the total

potential a particle feels is the potential resulting from Lennard-Jones plus the

potential resulting from the elastic potential. So the resulting potential energy of

the dynamical system is given by(
n∑

j=1

n∑
i>j

4

(
1

‖rj,i‖12
− 1

‖rj,i‖6

))
+

(
1

2
k

n−1∑
j=1

(‖rj,j+1‖ − α)2

)
. (2.15)

13
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And now considering the forces we know the jth particle will feel a force from

every other particle resulting from the global nature of the Lennard-Jones potential

and a force due to the elastic potential from its immediate neighbors. So the force

particle j feels as a result of particle i is given by

∑
i 6=j

48rj,i

‖rj,i‖2

(
1

‖rj,i‖12
− 0.5

‖rj,i‖6

)
− k rj−1,j

‖rj−1,j‖
(‖rj−1,j‖−α) + k

rj+1,j

‖rj+1,j‖
(‖rj,j+1‖−α).

(2.16)

The total potential energy of the entire system is the sum of the potential and

kinetic energies for each particle.
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CHAPTER III

SIMULATION RESULTS

3.1 Performance of the models

A system of 250 particles with the initial setup as previously described was

simulated for 100 computational seconds or one-tenth of a nanosecond.

Computational step sizes of h = 0.01ps, h = 0.001ps, and h = 0.0002ps were used.

The difference between the original energy calculation and the energy calculation at

the current timestep was tracked as well as the total simulation run time. All

simulations were run in Matlab on a Dell Vostro 460 machine with an Intel i5 2500

processor with 8 Gb 1333 MHz DDR3 memory, with a 320 Gb SATA 2 hard drive

utilizing a 64-bit Windows 7 operating system.

The following results were obtained for the model utilizing only the

Lennard-Jones potential for each integration method. An observed accuracy was

tracked throughout the simulation by computing the difference between an initial

energy calculation at time equal zero and subsequent energy calculations at later

time steps. The simulation was also timed to gauge computational efficiency.

Table 3.1:Results, 250 particles, Lennard-Jones Potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−2 10−7 10−10

Run Time (s) 2.29839 · 103 22.03472 · 103 111.98166 · 103

Table 3.2:Results, 250 particles, Lennard-Jones Potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−3 10−4 10−6

Run Time (s) 1.15898 · 103 10.12324 · 103 51.17560 · 103

The RK4’s steady decrease in observed accuracy (the difference between the

initial energy calculation and subsequent energy calculations at later time steps

grows consistently), with the largest time step allows the velocity verlet scheme to
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outperform it in that instance. But once finer step sizes are used, the RK4 routine

is substantially more accurate, 3 to 4 orders of magnitude, than the velocity verlet

method as a result of the RK4’s better local and global error properties. In fact,

even when using the finest step size of 0.0002ps the velocity verlet method is still

not as accurate as the RK4 method utilizing the the 0.001ps step size and takes

roughly twice as long.

Notice however that for a given step size, the velocity verlet method requires

substantially less, approximately half, the run time of the RK4 method. This is

expected since considering the schemes for the integration methods, the RK4

method requires 4 function evaluations, while the velocity verlet method will require

only 2 or 1 function evaluation depending on how memory is managed. In the

implementation of these models 2 function evaluations were used in the velocity

verlet scheme so as expected the velocity verlet scheme takes approximately half the

run time of the RK4 method.

Also there is a key trade-off occuring between accuracy and computational effort.

Naturally as step size is decreased from 0.01ps to 0.001ps, the number of steps taken

increases by a factor of 10 and so we would expect that run times for a given scheme

to increase by a corresponding approximate factor of 10. This is exactly what we see

in the data as all run times increase by approxmimately a factor of ten for a given

algorithm and again by an approximate factor of five when the step size is decreased

further from 0.001ps to 0.0002ps. With the RK4 method, when the step size is

decreased from 0.01ps to 0.001ps, accuracy is increased by 5 orders of magnitude,

while the velocity verlet method only sees an improvement in accuracy of a single

order of magnitude. A further decrease in step size from 0.001ps to 0.0002ps allows

the RK4 method to gain three more orders of magnitude in accuracy while the

velocity verlet method gains two. The following figures illustrate the obtained

results for each method, As the figures below show, both integration schemes seem

to experience an observable energy drift.
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Figure 3.1. Graphs of the difference in energy from the initial calculation at sub-

sequent time steps for the Lennard-Jones only model utilizing the RK4 algorithm.

Step sizes moving from left to right, expressed in computational units, are: 0.01ps,

0.001ps, and 0.0002ps.

Figure 3.2. Graphs of the difference in energy from the initial calcualtion at sub-

sequent time steps for the Lennard-Jones only model utilizing the velocity verlet

algorithm. Step sizes moving from left to right, expressed in computational units,

are: 0.01ps, 0.001ps, and 0.0002ps.

Runs with the exact same parameters (250 particles and 100ps) were simulated
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with the model using only the elastic potential. Initially a spring constant with a

computational value of K = 10 was used in the model and the following results were

obtained for each integration method.

Table 3.3:Results, 250 particles, elastic potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−8 10−12 10−12

Run Time (s) 15.88 157.85 788.8

Table 3.4:Results, 250 particles, elastic potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−5 10−7 10−8

Run Time (s) 7.33 71.92 358.93

Notice drastic improvements are seen in both the accuracy and run time in both

integration methods. This is partly due though to the fact that as previously

mentioned the Lennard-Jones potential is modeled globally, versus the spring

potential which is only modeled locally between immediate neighbors. So since

there aren’t as many computations to perform in this model drastic improvements

in run time are not surprising. Also since there aren’t as many places for errors to

occur (since the potential isn’t global) improvements in accuracy are not necessarily

surprising either.

Also as expected and seen in the Lennard-Jones model decreasing the time step

by a factor of 10 from 0.01ps to 0.001ps results in run times increasing by an

approximate factor of 10 for a given integration method, and a further increase by

an approximate factor 5 is observed when the time step is decreased from 0.001ps to

0.0002ps. Also as with the Lennard Jones model the velocity verlet method takes

approximately half the run time the RK4 method does for a given time step, again

since it requires half the function evaluations of the RK4 scheme. The following

figures show how accuracy is improved in each model with an increasingly finer time

step.
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Figure 3.3. Graphs of the difference in energy from the initial calculation at subse-

quent time steps for the elastic only model utilizing the RK4 algorithm, with K=10.

Step sizes moving from left to right, expressed in computational units, are 0.01ps,

0.001ps, and 0.0002ps.

Figure 3.4. Graphs of the difference in energy from the initial calcualtion at sub-

sequent time steps for the elastic only model utilizing the velocity verlet algorithm,

with K=10. Step Sizes moving from left to right, expressed in computational units,

are 0.01ps, 0.001ps, and 0.0002ps.

Notice that the RK4 method outperforms the velocity verlet method for all step
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sizes, whereas when using only the Lennard-Jones potential, the velocity verlet

method outperformed the RK4 method when a largest computational step size was

used. The finest step size under the velocity verlet method achieves the same

observed accuracy as the largest step size under the RK4 scheme but takes

approximately 22 times as long to run as the RK4 method using the largest time

step.

Also notice that the drift experienced using the RK4 method appears to be less

pronounced in this model, and the oscillation in the velocity verlet method seems to

be much tighter. Also the step size is shortened from 0.01ps to 0.001ps the RK4

method gains an addtional 4 orders of magnitude in accuracy, while the velocity

verlet method gains 2. When the step size is decreased from 0.001ps to 0.0002ps the

RK4 method doesn’t gain any orders of magnitude in accuracy while the velocity

verlet method gains one. This is a result of the imprecision associated with the

velocity verlet versus the RK4 method.

The impact of the spring constant K was explored by increasing its value and

observing any potential effects on the accuracy of the model. K is simply acting as a

constant so any changes in K would result in a proportional change in the overall

accuracy of the model. This is exactly what is seen when K is increased to 100. As

shown in the following table, the accuracy in all situations except for the RK4

scheme utilizing the finest step size, drops by 2 orders of magnitude. Also changing

the value of K has no effect on the amount of computations required to run the

simulation so as expected no significant changes in run time are seen.

Table 3.5:Results K=100, 250 particles, elastic potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−4 10−9 10−11

Run Time (s) 15.06 160.67 770.86
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Table 3.6: Results K=100, 250 particles, elastic potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−3 10−5 10−6

Run Time (s) 7.27 72.77 363.61

The data is illustrated by the following figures.

Figure 3.5. Graphs of the difference in energy from the initial calcualtion at subse-

quent time steps, with K=100 in the elastic only model utilizing the RK4 algorithm.

Step sizes moving from left to right, expressed in computational units, are 0.01ps,

0.001ps, and 0.0002ps.
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Figure 3.6. Graphs of the difference in energy from the initial calcualtion at subse-

quent time steps, with K=100 in the elastic only model utilizing the velocity verlet

algorithm. Step sizes moving from left to right, expressed in computational units, are

0.01ps, 0.001ps, and 0.0002ps.

Runs, again with the exact same parameters, for each integration scheme were

then made with the model using both the combined Lennard-Jones and elastic

potentials. The following results were obtained.

Table 3.7:Results, 250 particles, combo potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 100 100 100

Run Time (s) 20.9152 · 102 210.4815 · 102 1041.1447 · 102

Table 3.8:Results, 250 particles, combo potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−3 10−5 10−6

Run Time (s) 12.1144 · 102 108.1982 · 102 623.8932 · 102

Again the potentials are being combined in an attempt to capture the behavior of

a solid material at the atomic level more accurately. So since the potentials are
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being combined, the increase in run time is to be expected since computations for

both potentials must be performed. Notice the run times in this model closely

resemble the run times of the model using only the Lennard-Jones potential for each

of the respective integration methods. Naturally this is expected since the global

nature of the Lennard-Jones potential in the model will require the most

computational effort and the computations required for the elastic potential

compared to it are negligible. The following figures illustrate the results.

Figure 3.7. Graphs of the difference in energy from the initial calcualtion at subse-

quent time steps for the combination model, utilizing the RK4 algorithm. Step sizes

moving from left to right, expressed in computational units, are 0.01ps, 0.001ps, and

0.0002ps.
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Figure 3.8. Graphs of the difference in energy from the initial calcualtion at subse-

quent time steps for the combination model, utilizing the velocity verlet algorithm.

Step sizes moving from left to right, expressed in computational units, are 0.01ps,

0.001ps, and 0.0002ps.

Clearly the velocity verlet method outperforms the RK4 method in every instance

using this model. Also notice that finer time steps do not yield any substantial gains

in accuracy using the RK4 scheme. However finer time steps with the velocity verlet

method do see significant increases in accuracy, which of course comes with

increasingly longer run times. As in all the other models however the run time for

the velocity verlet scheme is approximately half the run time for the RK4 scheme

for a given step size. Also, as in the other models, as the step size is decreased from

0.01ps to 0.001ps run times for both methods increase by an expected approximate

factor of ten, and as the step size is decreased from 0.001ps to 0.0002ps run times

increase by an expected approximate factor of five.

3.2 Impact of system size

To explore the potential impact that system size has on accuracy and

computational speed systems of 150 and 50 particles were also tested with each

model utilizing each integration scheme.

The following results were obtained for the model utilizing only the

Lennard-Jones potential via the RK4 routine.
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Table 3.9:Results, 150 particles, Lennard-Jones potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−3 10−7 10−10

Run Time (s) 933.59 7926.19 40623.78

Table 3.10:Results, 50 particles, Lennard-Jones potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−2 10−7 10−10

Run Time (s) 91.47 912.76 4566.66

Notice no changes in the order of accuracy are seen which is not surprising since

in terms of orders of magnitude the global accuracy of the method is not dependent

on the number of particles present.

Initial increases in model size, particularly for the largest step size are very costly

as increasing the model size from 50 to 150 particles with a time step of 0.01ps

results in the simulation taking approximately 10 times longer to run. While

increasing the size further from 150 particles to 250 particles under this step size

increases run time by a factor of 2.5. Under the two finer time steps initial increases

in sizes from 50 to 150 particles cause simulations to run approximately 8.75 times

as long while size increases from 150 to 250 particles cause times to increase by a

factor of 2.75. Since the Lennard-Jones potential is modeled globally, so that every

particle feels a potential resulting from every other particle, the computational

complexity of the model of size n is O(n2). The following figure illustrates the

impact system size has on run time for the models utilizing only the Lennard-Jones

potential under the RK4 scheme for each step size, and clearly exhibits the expected

quadratic behavior.
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Figure 3.9. Plots of simulation run times in seconds for each step size for system sizes

of 50, 150 and 250 particles using the RK4 algorithm for the model utilizing only the

Lennard-Jones potential.

Using the velocity verlet integration scheme the following results for models with

150 and 50 particles were obtained.

Table 3.11:Results, 150 particles, Lennard-Jones potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−2 10−4 10−6

Run Time (s) 407.59 3706.03 23550.92

Table 3.12:Results, 50 particles, Lennard-Jones potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−2 10−4 10−5

Run Time (s) 45.45 454.42 2273.22

There are slight differences in accuracy as we see that with a size of 50 particles
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the finest step size has an order of accurcay of 10−5 instead of the 10−6 that is seen

in the 150 and 250 size models. Again we see that increasing the model size from 50

to 150 particles increases run time substantially more than increasing the model size

from 150 to 250 particles. For step sizes of 0.01ps and 0.001ps increasing the

number of particles from 50 to 150 results in the run time increasing by about a

factor of 8. For a step size of 0.0002ps the increase in size results in a 10 fold

increase in run time. However as with the RK4 scheme increasing the size from 150

to 250 particles causes run times to increase by a factor of 2.5. The following figure

illustrates the impact system size has on the model utilizing only the Lennard-Jones

potential under the velocity verlet scheme for each time step.

Figure 3.10. Plots of simulation run times in seconds for each step size for system

sizes of 50, 150 and 250 particles using the velocity verlet algorithm for the model

utilizing only the Lennard-Jones potential.

Next the model utilizing only the elastic potential was ran with sizes of 150 and

50 particles under each integration method. Note that for these simulations the

spring constant K was kept at 100 computational units. The following results were

obtained using the RK4 routine.
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Table 3.13: Results, 150 particles, elastic potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−4 10−9 10−11

Run Time (s) 8.26 81.82 387.54

Table 3.14: Results, 50 particles, elastic potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−4 10−9 10−11

Run Time (s) 3.47 34.84 174.11

Again notice that accuracy is the exact same in both cases as previously seen

when K is set to 100. But recall that the elastic potential is not modeled globally so

now increases in particle size correspond to a much more modest increase in run

time. The addition of 100 more particles results in run times taking approximately

twice as long for all time steps, unlike the Lennard-Jones scenario where the factor

of increase in run time as the model increased in size from 150 particles to 250

particles was significantly smaller than the factor of increase in run time associated

with the size increase from 50 to 150 particles. The following figure illustrates the

impact of system size on the model utilizing only the elastic potential under the

RK4 scheme for each time step.
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Figure 3.11. Plots of simulation run times in seconds for each step size for system

sizes of 50, 150 and 250 particles using the RK4 algorithm for the model utilizing

only the elastic potential.

Runs via the velocity verlet scheme for this model yielded the following results.

Table 3.15:Results, 150 particles, elastic potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−3 10−5 10−6

Run Time (s) 4.24 40.88 187.84

Table 3.16:Results, 50 particles, elastic potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−3 10−5 10−6

Run Time (s) 1.56 15.59 78.38

As with the RK4 method the accuracy is on the exact same order as previously

seen with K set to 100 for the velocity verlet method. The increase in run time with
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this method is not quite as uniform as was the increase seen when the RK4 method

was used. For the verlet method we see that the initial increase in size from 50 to

150 particles causes run times to increase by an approximate factor of 2.6 for all

time steps, while the increase in size from 150 to 250 particles results in run times

increasing by a factor of 1.8 for all time steps. The following figure illustrates the

impact of size on the model utilizing only the elastic potential under the velocity

verlet scheme for each time step.

Figure 3.12. Plots of simulation run times in seconds for each time step for system

sizes of 50, 150 and 250 particles using the velocity verlet algorithm for the model

utilizing only the elastic potential.

Lastly, runs with sizes of 150 and 50 particles were made with the Lennard-Jones

and elastic combination model via each integration scheme. The following results

were obtained utilizing the RK4 method.

Table 3.17: Results, 150 particles, combo potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 100 100 100

Run Time (s) 7.7944 · 102 77.9361 · 102 394.1716 · 102
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Table 3.18:Results, 50 particles, combo potential, RK4 scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 101 100 100

Run Time (s) 93.53 935.43 4690.05

Again we see that as in all the other simulations the accuracy remains unchanged

from prior runs. Not surprisingly the run times here highly resemble the run times

seen for each size for the model utilizing only the Lennard-Jones potential, again

because the potential is modeled globally. The increase in run times associated with

increases in size also closely resemble those seen with the soley Lennard-Jones

model, but the changes are much more uniform for all time steps. Initial increase in

size from 50 to 150 particles results in run times that increase by an approximate

factor of 8.3 for all step sizes, while the increase in size from 150 to 250 particles

results in run times that increase by an approximate factor of 2.68 for all step sizes.

The following figure illustrates the impact of system size for the combination model

under the RK4 scheme for each step size.
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Figure 3.13. Plots of simulation run times in seconds for each step size for system

sizes of 50, 150 and 250 particles using the RK4 algorithm for the model utilizing the

combined potentials.

Performing the integration via the velocity verlet method yielded the following

results for the combination model.

Table 3.19: Results, 150 particles, combo potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−3 10−5 10−6

Run Time (s) 4.1843 · 102 42.2015 · 102 211.8530 · 102

Table 3.20:Results, 50 particles, combo potential, velocity verlet scheme

Step Size 0.01ps 0.001ps 0.0002ps

Observed Accuracy 10−3 10−5 10−6

Run Time (s) 47.06 469.44 2327.40

Once again we see no changes in accuracy. Also we again see that for all step sizes

and each model size the run time is about half of the run time required for the RK4
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method. We also see similar to the RK4 scheme that run times here closely

resemble run times for the soley Lennard-Jones model under velocity verlet

integration. The associated increases in run time due to size increases, while slightly

larger, also closely correspond with those seen for the model constructed using only

the Lennard-Jones potential. Here we see that the initial size increase from 50 to

150 particles results in an increase in run times by an approximate factor of 9 for all

step sizes. The size increase from 150 particles to 250 particles, however only results

in run time increases by an approximate factor of 2.8 for all step sizes. The

following figure illustrates the impact of size on the combination model under the

velocity verlet scheme for each step size.

Figure 3.14. Plots of simulation run times in seconds for each step size for system

sizes of 50, 150 and 250 particles using the RK4 algorithm for the model utilizing the

combined potentials.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 Conclusions

The RK4 scheme outperforms the velocity verlet routine in terms of observed

accuracy by several orders of magnitude for all step sizes in all models except the

combined potential model. In fact in many of the simulation models the velocity

verlet scheme can only approach the accuracy of the RK4 algorithm under the

broadest step size when the velocity verlet scheme is implemented using the finest

step size. Of course running the velocity verlet method under the finest step size

takes considerably longer than running the RK4 algorithm with the broadest step

size. Moreover, due to the RK4 scheme’s better accuracy properties, finer step sizes

result in greater gains in accuracy relative to the velocity verlet scheme. So if one

desires to see a substantial increase in accuracy when using the velocity verlet

algorithm the step size will need to be made finer by several orders of magnitude. In

the combination model the velocity verlet method clearly outperforms the RK4

scheme in terms of observed accuracy.

Run times for a given step size for the RK4 method are roughly double the run

times for the velocity verlet method for all step sizes. So if the system is not too

large and simulation length not too long or a high degree of accuracy is of the

upmost importance, then the RK4 scheme is a feasible choice for all models but the

combination. Once the system size gets very large or simulation length very long,

the velocity verlet method can provide reasonable accuracy in a better timeframe

then the computationally intensive RK4 scheme for all models. The spring constant

K can also potentially affect the level of accuracy seen, as larger values of the

constant will result in poorer energy conservation. Therefore, if a sizable constant is

chosen a finer step size will need to be utilized in order to counter the potential

error.

Increases in model size have the biggest impact on models involving the

Lennard-Jones potential (both the model based soley on the Lennard-Jones

potential and the combination model). This is due to the fact that the Lennard

Jones potential is modeled globally whereas the elastic potential is only modeled
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locally. Initial increases in model size are the most costly, as the factor by which run

times increase as more and more particles are added decreases with increases in

model size.

4.2 Future work

A number of features can be added to the models to make them more particle

specific. The first thing that can be done is base the spring constant K on a value

that would be representative of properties for a specific element or type of bond

between particles in a particular molecule. Also bonds tend to form at certain angles

and molecules tend to arrange themselves specific arrangements dictated by physical

chemistry. Adding a bending potential and making the model more material specific

will allow more meaningful simulations to be run by engineers and chemists.

Parallelization of the models could also be explored. Parallelizing tasks would

greatly increase computational efficiency and allow for much larger runs, and,

depending on the severity of any potential energy drift, might make the RK4

scheme a more feasible alternative on a much larger scale considering its high degree

of accuracy.

Another potential area to explore would be that of a hybrid integration scheme.

Here two methods, the RK4 and velocity verlet, have been compared and a trade-off

between the accuracy of the RK4 method and the computational efficiency of the

velocity verlet method is seen. What’s more, the non-symplectic RK4 routine tends

to experience an evergy drift that the symplectic velocity verlet method avoids. A

hybrid integration scheme that starts out with the RK4 method to take advantage

of its high degree of accuracy and then switches to the velocity verlet scheme to take

advantage of its quicker computational speed could allow for a favorable balance

between accuracy and run time. A possible question is how long the RK4 scheme

needs to be run before handing the simulation over to the velocity verlet routine,

and what kind of impacts on accuracy are seen with turning things over early in the

simulation versus later.
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APPENDIX: MATLAB CODE

Lennard-Jones only model, RK4 scheme

function md_RK4_driver_1d( n, sec, M)

%build a global variable MVector random vector of size(1, n) where the

%nth column is the mass of the nth particle

global MVector;

%MVector = MassVector; gives us option to control input by

%manually entering vector

MVector = zeros(1,n);

for i=1:n

MVector(1, i) = 1;

end

%Want more masses on endpoints to serve as anchors

MVector(1,1) = 50*MVector(1,1);

MVector(1,n) = 50*MVector(1,n);

%following is needed to get number of particles to set up proper

%loop limits

b = size(MVector);

%n = number of particles; there will be one column in the matrix

%for each particle so need this to setp up proper loops in

%matrix construction

n = b(2);

u = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial position matrix for n particles

v = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial velocity matrix for n particles

%set up particle positions equally spaced on the x-axis

%from 0 to 2^(1/6)*n

for i = 1:n

%single string of particles on x axis so only involve first row

%representing the x axis;

u(1, i) = 2^(1/6)*(i-1);

end
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%this line will displace the third particle away from its equilibrium

%position and thus cause a reaction from the system

u(:,3) = u(:,3) + [0,0.5,0]’;

%Line will displace a random particle a random distance from it’s

%equilibrium position and create a reaction from system

%p = round(rand(1)*n);

%u(:, p) = u(:, p)+[0, rand(1), 0]’;

%line will allow us to give the particles or some collection of

%particles a random velcity if desired

%v = .001*(rand(3,n)-.5);

%v(1,3)=.005;

%this will allow us to have particles start at rest - 0 velocity

v = 0*u;

%if we want endpoints fixed so 0 out any velocities on endpoints

%v(:,1) = [0;0;0];

%v(:, n) = [0;0;0];

md_RK4_1d(sec, u, v, M);

function md_RK4_1d( sec, u,v, M)

%molecular dynamics

%sec = seconds of simulation

%u initial position matrix passed from the driver

%v initial velocity matrix passed from the driver

%M - used in time step calculation

g = size(u);

n = g(2);

close all

%combine u and v into a single 6 by n matrix; the ith particle is

%associated with the ith column of the matrix, and the first 3 rows of
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%the matrix represent the particles position while the next three

%represent its velocity

W = [u;v];

ax = [0 2^(1/6)*(n-1) -1 1 -1 1]; %needed for 3d

%Plot of initial positions, plot all three rows of u since it is

%the postition matrix

plot3(u(1,:), u(2,:), u(3,:), ’ro’);

axis(ax)

FF(1) = getframe; %prints the frame

Nsteps = 1000; %steps between frames

ssec = sec/M;

dt = ssec/Nsteps %h, step size

prun = 1;%determines how often energy calculation is done

%set up time vector and energy vector to hold data points for plot

crun=10; %parameter that will allow you to control how often output

%is printed to terminal

genergy=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time(1,1)=0;

%initial Energy Calc

ienergy= Energy(W)

genergy(1,1)=0; %genergy will be difference between initial energy

%calculation and energy calc at each time step

%rtime is value of programs run time for the integration method

%does not include plots or movie production time

rtime=0;

%parameter that will allow you to keep track of maximum recorded

%differnce between initial energy calc and subsequent energy calcs

tdiff =0;
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for i = 1:M

tic

for jjj = 1:Nsteps

W_new = RK(W, dt);

W = W_new;

end

r = rem(i,prun); %calculates the energy every rth run

if r == 0

genergy(1,(i/prun)+1)= Energy(W)-ienergy %calls the energy

%function to calculate energy and calc difference from initial

rdiff = abs(genergy(1,(i/prun)+1)); %rdiff absolute value

%of difference between original and current energy calc

if rdiff > tdiff

tdiff = rdiff;

end

time(1,(i/prun)+1)=i*Nsteps*dt;

end

%ftime is time interval for integration of each of M frames

%and is added to rtime to get a total run time for the program

ftime = toc;

rtime = rtime +ftime;

%Plots position of current particles

plot3(W(1,:), W(2,:), W(3,:), ’o’);

axis(ax); %Locks the axis

FF(1+i) = getframe; %gets frame for the movie

end

%plot the graph of the energy

plot(time, genergy)
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%prints final run time and final energy calc

rtime

fenergy =genergy(1, round(M/prun)+1)+ienergy

tdiff

movie2avi(FF, ’1D_Hook.avi’,’compression’, ’None’);

end

function W_new = RK(W, h)

%this function performs the RK4 scheme

K1 = h*F(W);

K2 = h*F(W + (1/2)*K1);

K3 = h*F(W + (1/2)*K2);

K4 = h*F(W + K3);

W_new = W + (1/6)*(K1 + 2*(K2 + K3) + K4);

end

function A = accel(u)

%This function finds acceleration by solving F/m = acceleration

%Note that -grad(v) = F

global MVector %Vector ith entry is mass of ith particle

b = size(u);

n = b(2); %needed for loop parameters

A = 0*u; %zero out to find new acceleration each time

for i = 1:n-1

for j= i+1:n

sij = u(:, i) - u(:, j); %get vector between j and i

rij = norm(sij, 2); %take its 2-norm

r2 = rij*rij; %square the 2-norm

r6 = r2^3; %gets 2-norm raised to 6th power

r12 = r6^2; %gets 2-norm raised to 12th power
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%gets force vector between two particles

s = (sij*48/r2)*(1/r12 -.5/r6);

A(:, j ) = A(:,j) - s;

A(:, i) = A(:,i) +s;

end

end

%to acutally calculate the force in each coordinate direction still

%need to divide by the mass in each coordinate direction

for j=1:n

for i=1:3

A(i,j) = A(i,j)/MVector(1,j);

end

end

%If want endpoints fixed so no movement so 0 out end particles,

%first column fixes one particle, n column fixes other

%A(:, 1) = 0;

%A(:, n)=0;

end

%This function separates a second order ODE into two first order ODEs

%by putting them in a vector, which the RK4 function will call.

function R = F(W)

Y1 = W(4:6, :);

Y2 = accel(W(1:3, :));

R = [Y1; Y2];

end
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%This function calculates the total energy both potential and kinetic

function TE = Energy(W)

global MVector %Vector ith entry mass of ith particle

%calculate kinetice energy

TE = 0; %variable for total energy of the system

ke = 0; %variable for kinetic energy of the system

b = size(W);

n = b(2); %loop parameter

svels = zeros(n,1); %sum of velocity squared for kinetic calc

for j=1:n

pv = 0; %will be norm of current particles velocity

for i = 4:6

%pvel is the square of the coordinate velocity of the current particle

pvel = W(i,j)^2;

pv = pv +pvel;

end

%adds up the sum of velocities of particles squared

svels(j,1) = svels(j,1) + pv;

end

ke = 0.5*MVector*svels;

V = 0;

b = size(W);

u = W(1:3, :) ;

n = b(2);

%calculates potential energy according to Lennard-Jones potential

for i = 1:n-1

for j= i+1:n

sij = u(:, i) - u(:, j);

rij = norm(sij, 2);

r2 = rij*rij;

r6 = r2^3;
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r12 = r6^2;

V = V + 4*(1/r12 - 1/r6);

end

end

TE = ke + V;

end

Elastic only model, RK4 scheme

function md_RK4_driver_spring_vmass( n, sec, M)

%build a global variable MVector random vector of size(1, n) where the

%nth column is the mass of the nth particle, k is spring constant

global K MVector;

%MVector = MassVector; gives us option to control input by manually

%entering vector

%MVector = rand(1,n); would allow for particles with random masses

MVector = zeros(1,n);

for i=1:n

MVector(1, i) = 1;

end

K = 100; %global vector for the spring constant

%Want more masses on endpoints to serve as anchors

MVector(1,1) = 50*MVector(1,1);

MVector(1,n) = 50*MVector(1,n);

%following is needed to get number of particles from inputted mass

%matrix, to set up proper loop limits

b = size(MVector);

%n = number of particles; 1 column in matrix per particle

n = b(2);

u = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial position matrix for n particles

v = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial velocity matrix for n particles

%set up particle positions equally spaced on the x-axis
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%from 0 to 2^(1/6)*n

for i = 1:n

%single string of particles on x axis so only involve first row

%representing the x axis; since k = 1 will have

u(1, i) = 2^(1/6)*(i-1);

end

%this line will displace the third particle away from its equilibrium

%position and thus cause a reaction from the system

u(:,3) = u(:,3) + [0,0.5,0]’;

%Line will displace a random particle a random distance from its

%equilibrium position and create a reaction from system

%p = round(rand(1)*n);

%u(:, p) = u(:, p)+[0, rand(1), 0]’;

%line will allow us to give the particles or some collection of

%particles a random velcity if desired

%v = .001*(rand(3,n)-.5);

%v(1,3)=.005;

%this will allow us to have particles start at rest - 0 velocity

v = 0*u;

%want endpoints fixed so 0 out any velocities on endpoints

%v(:,1) = [0;0;0];

%v(:, n) = [0;0;0];

md_RK4_spring_vmass(sec, u, v, M);

function md_RK4_spring_vmass(sec, u, v, M)

%molecular dynamics

%sec = seconds of simulation

%u initial position matrix passed from the driver

%v initial velocity matrix passed from the driver
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%M - used in time step calculation

g = size(u);

n = g(2);

close all

%combine u and v into a single 6 by n matrix; the ith particle is

%associated with the ith column of the matrix, and the first 3 rows of

%the matrix represent the particles position while the next three

%represent its velocity

W = [u;v];

ax = [0 2^(1/6)*(n-1) -1 1 -1 1]; %needed for 3d

%Plot of initial positions, plot all three rows of u since it is the

%postition matrix

plot3(u(1,:), u(2,:), u(3,:), ’ro’);

axis(ax)

FF(1) = getframe; %prints the frame

Nsteps = 1000; %steps between frames

ssec = sec/M;

dt = ssec/Nsteps %h, step size

%t = round(M*.1);

%paremeter that will print every rth run

prun = 1; %parameter that determines how often do energy calc (if 1

%do it for every frame)

%set up time vector and energy vector to hold data points for plot

crun=10; %parameter that would allow you to control how often

%output is printed to terminal

genergy=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);
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time(1,1)=0;

%initial Energy Calc

ienergy = Energy(W)

genergy(1,1) = 0; %will be difference between initial energy calc

%and calc at current time step

%rtime is value of programs run time for the integration method

%does not include plots or movie production time

rtime=0

%parameter that will allow you to keep track of maximum recorded

%differnce between initial energy calc and subsequent energy calcs

tdiff = 0;

for i = 1:M

tic

for jjj = 1:Nsteps

%calls the RK4 method with current matrix to get new

W_new = RK(W, dt);

W = W_new; %updates the matrix

end

r = rem(i,prun); %determine if energy calc is done

if r == 0

%calls the energy function to calculate energy

genergy(1,(i/prun)+1)= Energy(W)-ienergy

%rdiff absolute value of difference

rdiff = abs(genergy(1,(i/prun)+1));

if rdiff > tdiff

tdiff = rdiff;

end

time(1,(i/prun)+1)=i*Nsteps*dt;

end

%ftime is time interval for each of the M frames, and is added

%to rtime to get a total run time for the program
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ftime = toc;

rtime = rtime +ftime;

%Plots position of current particles

plot3(W(1,:), W(2,:), W(3,:), ’o’);

axis(ax); %Locks the axis

FF(1+i) = getframe; %gets frame for the movie

end

%plot the graph of the energy

plot(time,genergy)

%prints out final energy calc and final run time

tdiff

fenergy =genergy(1, round(M/prun)+1)+ienergy

rtime

%compile movie

movie2avi(FF, ’1D_Hook.avi’,’compression’, ’None’);

end

% the RK4 method is calculated here

function W_new = RK(W, h)

K1 = h*F(W);

K2 = h*F(W + (1/2)*K1);

K3 = h*F(W + (1/2)*K2);

K4 = h*F(W + K3);

W_new = W + (1/6)*(K1 + 2*(K2 + K3) + K4);

end

function A = accel(u)

global K MVector;

b = size(u);
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n = b(2);

A = 0*u;

%set up matrix for forces felt on left side of each particle

A_right = zeros(3, 1);

%set up matrix for forces felt on right side of each particle

A_left = zeros(3, 1);

%will start loop at particle 2 so first find force to left of

%particle 2, the force between particle 1 and particle 2

s_left = (u(:, 2) - u(:, 1)); %gets distance vector from 1 to 2

r_left = norm(s_left, 2); %takes the norm

%calculates the force where x is the distance from equilibrium

%position times a unit vector

A_left = -K*(r_left - 2^(1/6))*((s_left)/r_left);

%if endpoints aren’t fixed need force on first particle due to

%second, but this is just - of force on particle 2 due to particle 1

A(:, 1) = -A_left;

%Now need force on right

for i = 2:n-1

%get distance vector to right of particle 2

s_right = (u(:, i) - u(:, i+1));

r_right = norm(s_right, 2); %take its norm

%add this force to right force matrix

A_right = -K*(r_right - 2^(1/6))*((s_right)/r_right);

%The total force on the ith particle then is sum of left and

%right force

A(:, i) = A_right + A_left;

%We know that when we move to the next particle it will be

%force in the opposite direction from the current

A_left = -A_right;
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end

%if endpoint not fixed need force on n particle due to n-1

% particle, which is last value of A-left

A(:, n) = A_left;

%to acutally calculate the force in each coordinate direction still

%need to divide by the mass in each coordinate direction

for j=1:n

for i=1:3

A(i,j) = A(i,j)/MVector(1,j);

end

end

%endpoints are fixed so no movement so 0 out end particles, first

%column fixes one particle, n column fixes other

%A(:, 1) = 0;

%A(:, n)=0;

end

%This function separates a second order ODE into two first order ODEs

%by putting them in a vector, which the RK4 function will call.

function R = F(W)

Y1 = W(4:6, :);

Y2 = accel(W(1:3, :));

R = [Y1; Y2];

end

%This function calculates the total energy both potential and kinetic

function TE = Energy(W)

global K MVector;

%calculate kinetice energy
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TE = 0; %variable for total energy of the system

ke = 0; %variable for kinetic energy of the system

b = size(W);

n = b(2); %loop parameter

svels = zeros(n,1); %sum of velocity squared for kinetic calc

for j=1:n

pv = 0; %will be norm of current particles velocity

for i = 4:6

%pvel is the square of the coordinate velocity of the current particle

pvel = W(i,j)^2;

pv = pv +pvel;

end

%adds up the sum of velocities of particles squared

svels(j,1) = svels(j,1) + pv;

end

ke = 0.5*MVector*svels; %creates vector that must be summed

for total kinetic energy

%ke = sum(ke);

%calculate potential energy

V = 0; %initialize variable for total potential energy

V_right = 0; %initialize variable for potential on right

V_left = 0; %initialize variable for potential on left

%the loop will start at particle 2 and add potentials to right of ith

%particle to total potential so far, so we need to get potential to

%left of particle 2 (potential between particle 1 and particle 2)

%gets distance vector from particle 1 to 2

s_left = W(1:3, 2) - W(1:3, 1);

r_left = norm(s_left, 2); %finds the norm of distance vector

%caclulates potential between particles 1 and 2 with hooke’s law

V_left = V_left+ 0.5*K*(r_left-2^(1/6))^2;

V = V + V_left; %adds this potential to total
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%Now we start the loop and so we don’t double count we only add

%potentials to the right of ith particle since we already will have

%ones on left

for i = 2:n-1

%gets vector from i+1 to ith particle

s_right = (W(1:3, i) - W(1:3, i+1));

%finds the norm of distance vector

r_right = norm(s_right, 2);

%calculates potential between ith and i+1 particle

V_right = 0.5*K*(r_right-2^(1/6))^2;

V = V + V_right; %adds this potential to total

end

%sums kinetic and potential energy to find total inital energy of

%system initially

TE = ke + V;

end

Combination model, RK4 scheme

function md_RK4_driver_springlj_combo( n, sec, M)

%sets up global variables MVector and spring constant K, and

%assigns them values to be used throughout the program

global MVector K;

%MVector = MassVector;

%MVector = rand(1,n);

%give all interior particles mass of 1

MVector = zeros(1,n);

for i=1:n

MVector(1, i) = 1;

end

K = 100; %global value assigned to spring constant for elastic part

%Want more masses on endpoints to serve as anchors
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MVector(1,1) = 50*MVector(1,1);

MVector(1,n) = 50*MVector(1,n);

%following is needed to get number of particles from inputted mass

%matrix, to set up proper loop limits

b = size(MVector);

%n = number of particles; 1 column in matrix per particle

u = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial position matrix for n particles

v = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial velocity matrix for n particles

%set up particle positions equally spaced on the x-axis

%from 0 to 2^(1/6)*n

for i = 1:n

%single string of particles on x axis so only involve first row

%representing the x axis;

u(1, i) = 2^(1/6)*(i-1);

end

%this line will allow us to displace particular particle away from its

%equilibrium position by some amount causing a system reaction

u(:,3) = u(:,3) + [0,0.5,0]’;

%Line will displace a random particle a random distance from it’s

%equilibrium position and create a reaction from system

%p = round(rand(1)*n);

%u(:, p) = u(:, p)+[0, rand(1), 0]’;

%line will allow us to give the particles or some collection of

%particles a random velcity if desired

%v = .001*(rand(3,n)-.5);

%v(1,3)=.005;

%this will allow us to have particles start at rest - 0 velocity

v = 0*u;

%if want endpoints fixed so 0 out any velocities on endpoints
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%v(:,1) = [0;0;0];

%v(:, n) = [0;0;0];

md_RK4_springlj_combo(sec, u, v, M);

function md_RK4_springlj_combo(sec, u, v, M)

%molecular dynamics

%sec = seconds of simulation

%u initial position matrix passed from the driver

%v initial velocity matrix passed from the driver

%M - used in time step calculation

g = size(u);

n = g(2);

close all

%combine u and v into a single 6 by n matrix; the ith particle is

%associated with the ith column of the matrix, and the first 3 rows of

%the matrix represent the particles position while the next three

%represent its velocity

W = [u;v];

ax = [0 2^(1/6)*(n-1) -1 1 -1 1]; %needed for 3d

%Plot of initial positions, plot all three rows of u since it is

%the postition matrix

plot3(u(1,:), u(2,:), u(3,:), ’ro’);

axis(ax)

FF(1) = getframe; %prints the frame

Nsteps = 1000; %steps between frames

ssec = sec/M;
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dt = ssec/Nsteps %h, step size

%t = round(M*.1);

%set up parameter that prints every rth run

prun=1; %determines how often energy calculation is done

%set up time vector and energy vector to hold data points for plot

genergy = zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time(1,1)=0;

%initial Energy Calc

ienergy= Energy(W)

%genergy will be difference between initial energy calc and

%energy calc at each time step

genergy(1,1)=0;

%rtime is value of programs run time for the integration method

%does not include plots or movie production time

rtime=0

%parameter that will allow you to keep track of maximum recorded

%differnce between initial energy calc and subsequent energy calcs

tdiff = 0;

for i = 1:M

tic

for jjj = 1:Nsteps

%calls the RK4 method with current matrix to get new

W_new = RK(W, dt);

W = W_new; %updates the matrix

end

r = rem(i,prun); %calculates the energy every rth run

if r == 0

%calls the energy function to calculate energy and

%calculate difference from initial

genergy(1,(i/prun)+1)= Energy(W)-ienergy
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%rdiff absolute value of difference

rdiff = abs(genergy(1,(i/prun)+1));

if rdiff > tdiff

tdiff = rdiff;

end

time(1,(i/prun)+1)=i*Nsteps*dt;

end

%ftime is time interval for each of the M frames, and is added

%to rtime to get a total run time for the program

ftime = toc;

rtime = rtime +ftime;

%Plots position of current particles

plot3(W(1,:), W(2,:), W(3,:), ’o’);

axis(ax); %Locks the axis

FF(1+i) = getframe; %gets frame for the movie

end

%plot the graph of the energy

plot(time, genergy)

%plot(time,genergy, time, ienergy)

%prints final run time and final energy calc

rtime

fenergy =genergy(1, round(M/prun)+1)+ienergy

tdiff

movie2avi(FF, ’1D_Hook.avi’,’compression’, ’None’);

end

% the RK4 method is calculated here

function W_new = RK(W, h)

K1 = h*F(W);

K2 = h*F(W + (1/2)*K1);

K3 = h*F(W + (1/2)*K2);
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K4 = h*F(W + K3);

W_new = W + (1/6)*(K1 + 2*(K2 + K3) + K4);

end

function A = accel(u)

global MVector K;

b = size(u);

n = b(2);

A = 0*u;

%this portion calculates forces due to elastic potentials

%set up matrix for forces felt on left side of each particle

A_right = zeros(3, 1);

%set up matrix for forces felt on right side of each particle

A_left = zeros(3, 1);

%will start loop at particle 2 so first find force to left of

%particle 2, the force between particle 1 and particle 2

s_left = (u(:, 2) - u(:, 1)); %gets distance vector from 1 to 2

r_left = norm(s_left, 2); %takes the norm

%calculates the force where x is the distance from equilibrium

%position times a unit vector

A_left = -K*(r_left - 2^(1/6))*((s_left)/r_left);

%Now need force on right

for i = 2:n-1

%get distance vector to right of particle 2

s_right = (u(:, i) - u(:, i+1));

r_right = norm(s_right, 2); %take its norm

%add this force to right force matrix
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A_right = -K*(r_right - 2^(1/6))*((s_right)/r_right);

%The total force on the ith particle then is sum of left and

%right force

A(:, i) = A_right + A_left;

%We know that when we move to the next particle it will be

%force in the opposite direction from the current

A_left = -A_right;

end

%This portion calculates forces due to lj potentials

for i = 1:n-1

for j= i+1:n

sij = u(:, i) - u(:, j); %get vector between i and j

rij = norm(sij, 2); %take its two norm

r2 = rij*rij;

r6 = r2^3;

r12 = r6^2;

s = (sij*48/r2)*(1/r12 -.5/r6); %find force

A(:, j ) = A(:,j) - s;

A(:, i) = A(:,i) +s;

end

end

%to acutally calculate the force in each coordinate direction still

%need to divide by the mass in each coordinate direction

for j=1:n

for i=1:3

A(i,j) = A(i,j)/MVector(1,j);

end

end
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%endpoints are fixed so no movement so 0 out end particles, first

%column fixes one particle, n column fixes other

%A(:, 1) = 0;

%A(:, n)=0;

end

%This function separates a second order ODE into two first order ODEs

%by putting them in a vector, which the RK4 function will call.

function R = F(W)

Y1 = W(4:6, :);

Y2 = accel(W(1:3, :));

R = [Y1; Y2];

end

%This function calculates the total energy both potential and kinetic

function TE = Energy(W)

global MVector K;

%calculate kinetice energy

TE = 0; %variable for total energy of the system

ke = 0; %variable for kinetic energy of the system

b = size(W);

n = b(2); %loop parameter

svels = zeros(n,1); %sum of velocity squared needed for kinetic

for j=1:n

pv = 0; %will be norm of current particles velocity

for i = 4:6

%pvel is the square of the coordinate velocity of the current particle

pvel = W(i,j)^2;

pv = pv +pvel;
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end

%adds up the sum of velocities of particles squared

svels(j,1) = svels(j,1) + pv;

end

ke = 0.5*MVector*svels; %calculates the total kinetic energy

%calculate potential energy

V = 0; %initialize variable for total potential energy

V_right = 0; %initialize variable for potential on right

V_left = 0; %initialize variable for potential on left

%the loop will start at particle 2 and add potentials to right of ith

%particle to total potential so far, so we need to get potential to

%left of particle 2 (potential between particle 1 and particle 2)

%gets distance vector from particle 1 to 2

s_left = W(1:3, 2) - W(1:3, 1);

r_left = norm(s_left, 2); %finds the norm of distance vector

%caclulates potential between particles 1 and 2 with hooke’s law

V_left = V_left+ 0.5*K*(r_left-2^(1/6))^2;

V = V + V_left; %adds this potential to total

%Now we start the loop and so we don’t double count we only add

%potentials to the right of ith particle since we already will have

%ones on left

for i = 2:n-1

%gets vector from i+1 to ith particle

s_right = (W(1:3, i) - W(1:3, i+1));

r_right = norm(s_right, 2); %finds the norm of distance vector

%calculates potential between ith and i+1 particle

V_right = 0.5*K*(r_right-2^(1/6))^2;

V = V + V_right; %adds this potential to total

end
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%Now calculate and add lj potential to total

for i = 1:n-1

for j= i+1:n

sij = W(1:3, i) - W(1:3, j); %norm between particle i and j

rij = norm(sij, 2); %finds 2 norm

r2 = rij*rij;

r6 = r2^3;

r12 = r6^2;

V = V + 4*(1/r12 - 1/r6); %adds potential to total

end

end

%sums kinetic and potential energy to find total inital energy of

%system initially

TE = ke + V;

end

Lennard-Jones only model, velocity verlet scheme

function md_vverlet_driver_ljonly( n, sec, M)

%build a global variable MVector random vector of size(1, n) where the

%nth column is the mass of the nth particle

global MVector;

%MVector = MassVector; gives us option to control input by manually

%entering vector

%MVector = rand(1,n); would generate vector with random masses

%will make all interior masses 1

MVector = zeros(1,n);

for i=1:n

MVector(1, i) = 1;

end

%Want more masses on endpoints to serve as anchors

MVector(1,1) = 50*MVector(1,1);

MVector(1,n) = 50*MVector(1,n);
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%following is needed to get number of particles from inputted mass

%matrix, to set up proper loop limits

b = size(MVector);

%n = number of particles; 1 column per particle in matrix

n = b(2);

u = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial position matrix for n particles

v = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial velocity matrix for n particles

%set up particle positions equally spaced on the x-axis

%from 0 to 2^(1/6)*n

for i = 1:n

%single string of particles on x axis so only involve first row

%representing the x axis; since k = 1 will have

u(1, i) = 2^(1/6)*(i-1);

end

%this line will displace the third particle away from its equilibrium

%position and thus cause a reaction from the system

u(:,3) = u(:,3) + [0,0.5,0]’;

%line will allow us to give the particles or some collection of

%particles a random velcity if desired

%v = .001*(rand(3,n)-.5);

%v(1,3)=.005;

%this will allow us to have particles start at rest - 0 velocity

v = 0*u;

%want endpoints fixed so 0 out any velocities on endpoints

%v(:,1) = [0;0;0];

%v(:, n) = [0;0;0];

md_vverlet_ljonly(sec, u, v, M);

function md_vverlet_ljonly( sec, u,v, M)
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%molecular dynamics

%sec = seconds of simulation

%u initial position matrix passed from the driver

%v initial velocity matrix passed from the driver

%M - used in time step calculation, number of frames in movie

g = size(u);

n = g(2);

close all

%combine u and v into a single 6 by n matrix; the ith particle is

%associated with the ith column of the matrix, and the first 3 rows of

%the matrix represent the particles position while the next three

%represent its velocity

W = [u;v];

ax = [0 2^(1/6)*(n-1) -1 1 -1 1]; %needed for 3d

%Plot of initial positions, plot all three rows of u since it is

%the postition matrix

plot3(u(1,:), u(2,:), u(3,:), ’ro’);

axis(ax)

FF(1) = getframe; %prints the frame

Nsteps = 1000; %steps between frames

ssec = sec/M;

dt = ssec/Nsteps %h, step size

%prun is parameter that prints out rth run

prun = 1;%parameter that determines how often do energy calc

%if 1 do it for every frame

%create time and energy vectors to hold data points for plot
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genergy=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time(1,1)=0;

%initial Energy Calc

ienergy = Energy(W)

%will be graph of difference between initial energy and

%energy calc at time step

genergy(1,1)=0;

%rtime is value of programs run time for the integration method

%does not include plots or movie production time

rtime=0

%parameter that will allow you to keep track of maximum recorded

%differnce between initial energy calc and subsequent energy calcs

tdiff = 0;

for i = 1:M

tic

for jjj = 1:Nsteps

W_new = Verlet(W, dt);

W = W_new;

end

r = rem(i,prun); %calculates the energy every rth run

if r == 0

%calls the energy function to calculate energy and find difference

genergy(1,(i/prun)+1)= Energy(W)-ienergy;

%rdiff absolute value of difference

rdiff = abs(genergy(1,(i/prun)+1))

if rdiff > tdiff

tdiff = rdiff;

end

time(1,(i/prun)+1)=i*Nsteps*dt;

end
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%ftime is time interval for each of the M frames, and is added

%to rtime to get a total run time for the program

ftime = toc;

rtime = rtime +ftime;

%Plots position of current particles

plot3(W(1,:), W(2,:), W(3,:), ’o’);

axis(ax); %Locks the axis

FF(1+i) = getframe; %gets frame for the movie

end

%plot the graph of the energy

plot(time, genergy)

%prints final energy calc and run time

fenergy = genergy(1, round(M/prun)+1)+ ienergy

rtime

tdiff

%compile movie

movie2avi(FF, ’1D_Hook.avi’,’compression’, ’None’);

end

function W_new = Verlet(W, h)

%First find acceleration using F = -grad(U)/m

A=accel(W(1:3,:));

%Next update the position for the current time step using that info

%that x(t+h) = x(t)+v(t)*h+0.5*h*F(t)/m

NewP = W(1:3, :)+W(4:6, :)*h+0.5*A*h^2;

%Now find acceleration for next time step using F = -grad(U)/m

NextA = accel(NewP(1:3,:));

%calculate velocity for current timestep

NewV = W(4:6, :)+0.5*(A+NextA)*h;

%put W back together again

W_new=[NewP; NewV];

end
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function A = accel(u)

global MVector %Vector ith entry is mass of ith particle

b = size(u);

n = b(2);

A = 0*u; zero out to find new acceleration each time

for i = 1:n-1

for j= i+1:n

sij = u(:, i) - u(:, j); %get vector between particle i and j

rij = norm(sij, 2); %calc the 2-norm

r2 = rij*rij;

r6 = r2^3;

r12 = r6^2;

s = (sij*48/r2)*(1/r12 -.5/r6); %get the force vector

A(:, j ) = A(:,j) - s;

A(:, i) = A(:,i) +s;

end

end

%to acutally calculate the force in each coordinate direction still

%need to divide by the mass in each coordinate direction

for j=1:n

for i=1:3

A(i,j) = A(i,j)/MVector(1,j);

end

end

%endpoints are fixed so no movement so 0 out end particles, first
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%column fixes one particle, n column fixes other

%A(:, 1) = 0;

%A(:, n)=0;

end

%This function calculates the total energy both potential and kinetic

function TE = Energy(W)

global MVector %Vector ith entry mass of ith particle

%calculate kinetice energy

TE = 0; %variable for total energy of the system

ke = 0; %variable for kinetic energy of the system

b = size(W);

n = b(2); %loop parameter

svels = zeros(n,1); %sum of velocity squared needed for kinetic

for j=1:n

pv = 0; %will be norm of current particles velocity

for i = 4:6

%pvel is the square of the coordinate velocity of the current particle

pvel = W(i,j)^2;

pv = pv +pvel;

end

%adds up the sum of velocities of particles squared

svels(j,1) = svels(j,1) + pv;

end

ke = 0.5*MVector*svels;

V = 0;

b = size(W);

u = W(1:3, :) ;

n = b(2);

%Calculate the potential for the global Lennard-Jones
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for i = 1:n-1

for j= i+1:n

sij = u(:, i) - u(:, j);

rij = norm(sij, 2);

r2 = rij*rij;

r6 = r2^3;

r12 = r6^2;

V = V + 4*(1/r12 - 1/r6);

end

end

TE = ke + V; %sum kinetic and potential

end

Elastic only model, velocity verlet scheme

function md_vverlet_driver_spring_vmass( n, sec, M)

%build a global variable MVector random vector of size(1, n) where the

%nth column is the mass of the nth particle, k is spring constant to be

%used throughout program

global K MVector;

%MVector = MassVector; gives us option to control input by manually

%entering vector

%MVector = rand(1,n); generate random masses

%will make all interior masses 1

MVector = zeros(1,n);

for i=1:n

MVector(1, i) = 1;

end

K = 100;

%Want more masses on endpoints to serve as anchors

MVector(1,1) = 50*MVector(1,1);

MVector(1,n) = 50*MVector(1,n);
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%following is needed to get number of particles from inputted mass

%matrix, to set up proper loop limits

b = size(MVector);

%n = number of particles; 1 column in matrix per particle

n = b(2);

u = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial position matrix for n particles

v = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial velocity matrix for n particles

%set up particle positions equally spaced on the x-axis

%from 0 to 2^(1/6)*n

for i = 1:n

%single string of particles on x axis so only involve first row

%representing the x axis; since k = 1 will have

u(1, i) = 2^(1/6)*(i-1);

end

%this line will displace the third particle away from its equilibrium

%position and thus cause a reaction from the system

u(:,3) = u(:,3) + [0,0.5,0]’;

%Line will displace a random particle a random distance from its

%equilibrium position and create a reaction from system

%p = round(rand(1)*n);

%u(:, p) = u(:, p)+[0, rand(1), 0]’;

%line will allow us to give the particles or some collection of

%particles a random velcity if desired

%v = .001*(rand(3,n)-.5);

%v(1,3)=.005;

%this will allow us to have particles start at rest - 0 velocity

v = 0*u;

%want endpoints fixed so 0 out any velocities on endpoints

%v(:,1) = [0;0;0];
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%v(:, n) = [0;0;0];

md_vverlet_spring_vmass(sec, u, v, M);

function md_vverlet_spring_vmass(sec, u, v, M)

%molecular dynamics

%sec = seconds of simulation

%u initial position matrix passed from the driver

%v initial velocity matrix passed from the driver

%M - used in time step calculation

g = size(u);

n = g(2);

close all

%combine u and v into a single 6 by n matrix; the ith particle is

%associated with the ith column of the matrix, and the first 3 rows of

%the matrix represent the particles position while the next three

%represent its velocity

W = [u;v];

ax = [0 2^(1/6)*(n-1) -1 1 -1 1]; %needed for 3d

%Plot of initial positions, plot all three rows of u since it is

%the postition matrix

plot3(u(1,:), u(2,:), u(3,:), ’ro’);

axis(ax)

FF(1) = getframe; %prints the frame

Nsteps = 1000; %steps between frames

ssec = sec/M;

dt = ssec/Nsteps %h, step size
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%t = round(M*.1);

%set up parameter that prints every rth run

prun =1; %parameter that determines how often do energy calc

%if 1 do it for every frame

%create time and energy vectors to hold data points for plot

genergy=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time(1,1)=0;

%initial Energy Calc

ienergy= Energy(W)

%difference between initial energy calc and energy calc at time step

genergy = 0;

%rtime is value of programs run time for the integration method

%does not include plots or movie production time

rtime=0

%parameter that will allow you to keep track of maximum recorded

%differnce between initial energy calc and subsequent energy calcs

tdiff = 0;

for i = 1:M

tic

for jjj = 1:Nsteps

%calls the Verlet Method with current matrix to get new

W_new = Verlet(W, dt);

W = W_new; %updates the matrix

end

r = rem(i,prun); %calculates the energy every rth run

if r == 0

%calls the energy function to calculate energy and find difference

genergy(1,(i/prun)+1)= Energy(W)-ienergy

%rdiff absolute value of difference

rdiff = abs(genergy(1,(i/prun)+1));
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if rdiff > tdiff

tdiff = rdiff;

end

time(1,(i/prun)+1)=i*Nsteps*dt;

end

%ftime is time interval for each of the M frames, and is added

%to rtime to get a total run time for the program

ftime = toc;

rtime = rtime +ftime;

%Plots position of current particles

plot3(W(1,:), W(2,:), W(3,:), ’o’);

axis(ax); %Locks the axis

FF(1+i) = getframe; %gets frame for the movie

end

%plot the graph of the energy

plot(time, genergy)

%print final run time and final energy calc

fenergy =genergy(1, round(M/prun)+1)+ienergy

rtime

tdiff

%compile the movie

movie2avi(FF, ’1D_Hook.avi’,’compression’, ’None’);

end

% the Verlet method is calculated here

function W_new = Verlet(W, h)

%First find acceleration using F = -grad(U)/m

A=accel(W(1:3,:));

%Next update the position for the current time step using the fact

%that x(t+h) = x(t)+v(t)*h+0.5*h*F(t)/m
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NewP = W(1:3, :)+W(4:6, :)*h+0.5*A*h^2;

%Now find acceleration for next time step using F = -grad(U)/m

NextA = accel(NewP(1:3,:));

%calculate velocity for current timestep

NewV = W(4:6, :)+0.5*(A+NextA)*h;

%put W back together again

W_new=[NewP; NewV];

end

function A = accel(u)

global K MVector;

b = size(u);

n = b(2);

A = 0*u;

%set up matrix for forces felt on left side of each particle

A_right = zeros(3, 1);

%set up matrix for forces felt on right side of each particle

A_left = zeros(3, 1);

%will start loop at particle 2 so first find force to left of

%particle 2, the force between particle 1 and particle 2

s_left = (u(:, 2) - u(:, 1)); %gets distance vector from 1 to 2

r_left = norm(s_left, 2); %takes the norm

%calculates the force where x is the distance from equilibrium

%position times a unit vector

A_left = -K*(r_left - 2^(1/6))*((s_left)/r_left);

%if endpoints aren’t fixed need force on first particle due to

%second, this is just - of force on particle 2 due to particle 1

A(:, 1) = -A_left;

%Now need force on right

for i = 2:n-1
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%get distance vector to right of particle 2

s_right = (u(:, i) - u(:, i+1));

r_right = norm(s_right, 2); %take its norm

%add this force to right force matrix

A_right = -K*(r_right - 2^(1/6))*((s_right)/r_right);

%The total force on the ith particle then is sum of left and

%right force

A(:, i) = A_right + A_left;

%We know that when we move to the next particle it will be

%force in the opposite direction from the current

A_left = -A_right;

end

%if endpoint not fixed need force on n particle due to n-1

%particle, which is last value of A-left

A(:, n) = A_left;

%to acutally calculate the force in each coordinate direction still

%need to divide by the mass in each coordinate direction

for j=1:n

for i=1:3

A(i,j) = A(i,j)/MVector(1,j);

end

end

%endpoints are fixed so no movement so 0 out end particles, first

%column fixes one particle, n column fixes other

%A(:, 1) = 0;

%A(:, n)=0;

end

%This function calculates the total energy both potential and kinetic

function TE = Energy(W)
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global K MVector;

%calculate kinetice energy

TE = 0; %variable for total energy of the system

ke = 0; %variable for kinetic energy of the system

b = size(W);

n = b(2); %loop parameter

svels = zeros(n,1); %sum of velocity squared needed for kinetic

for j=1:n

pv = 0; %will be norm of current particles velocity

for i = 4:6

%pvel is the square of the coordinate velocity of the current particle

pvel = W(i,j)^2;

pv = pv +pvel;

end

%adds up the sum of velocities of particles squared

svels(j,1) = svels(j,1) + pv;

end

%creates vector that must be summed for total kinetic

ke = 0.5*MVector*svels;

ke = sum(ke);

%calculate potential energy

V = 0; %initialize variable for total potential energy

V_right = 0; %initialize variable for potential on right

V_left = 0; %initialize variable for potential on left

%the loop will start at particle 2 and add potentials to right of ith

%particle to total potential so far, so we need to get potential to

%left of particle 2 (potential between particle 1 and particle 2)

%gets distance vector from particle 1 to 2

s_left = W(1:3, 2) - W(1:3, 1);

%finds the norm of distance vector
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r_left = norm(s_left, 2);

%caclulates potential between particles 1 and 2 with hooke’s law

V_left = V_left+ 0.5*K*(r_left-2^(1/6))^2;

V = V + V_left; %adds this potential to total

%Now we start the loop and so we don’t double count we only add

%potentials to the right of ith particle since we already will have

%ones on left

for i = 2:n-1

%gets vector from i+1 to ith particle

s_right = (W(1:3, i) - W(1:3, i+1));

r_right = norm(s_right, 2); %norm of distance vector

%calculates potential between ith and i+1 particle

V_right = 0.5*K*(r_right-2^(1/6))^2;

V = V + V_right; %adds this potential to total

end

%sums kinetic and potential energy to find total energy

TE = ke + V;

end

Combination model, velocity verlet scheme

function md_vverlet_driver_springlj_combo( n, sec, M)

%sets up global variables MVector and spring constant K, and

%assigns them values to be used throughout the program

global MVector K;

%MVector = MassVector;

%give all interior particles mass of 1

MVector = zeros(1,n);

for i=1:n

MVector(1, i) = 1;

end

K = 100; %value assigned to spring constant for elastic part
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%Want more masses on endpoints to serve as anchors

MVector(1,1) = 50*MVector(1,1);

MVector(1,n) = 50*MVector(1,n);

%following is needed to get number of particles from inputted mass

%matrix, to set up proper loop limits

b = size(MVector);

%n = number of particles; 1 column per particle in matrix

n = b(2);

u = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial position matrix for n particles

v = zeros(3,n); %sets up initial velocity matrix for n particles

%set up particle positions equally spaced on the x-axis

%from 0 to 2^(1/6)*n

for i = 1:n

%single string of particles on x axis so only involve first row

%representing the x axis; since k = 1 will have

u(1, i) = 2^(1/6)*(i-1);

end

%this line will displace the third particle away from its equilibrium

%position and thus cause a reaction from the system

u(:,3) = u(:,3) + [0,0.5,0]’;

%line will allow us to give the particles or some collection of

%particles a random velcity if desired

%v = .001*(rand(3,n)-.5);

%v(1,3)=.005;

%this will allow us to have particles start at rest - 0 velocity

v = 0*u;

%want endpoints fixed so 0 out any velocities on endpoints

%v(:,1) = [0;0;0];

%v(:, n) = [0;0;0];
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md_vverlet_springlj_combo(sec, u, v, M);

function md_vverlet_springlj_combo(sec, u, v, M)

%molecular dynamics

%sec = seconds of simulation

%u initial position matrix passed from the driver

%v initial velocity matrix passed from the driver

%M - used in time step calculation

g = size(u);

n = g(2);

close all

%combine u and v into a single 6 by n matrix; the ith particle is

%associated with the ith column of the matrix, and the first 3 rows of

%the matrix represent the particles position while the next three

%represent its velocity

W = [u;v];

ax = [0 2^(1/6)*(n-1) -1 1 -1 1]; %needed for 3d

%Plot of initial positions, plot all three rows of u since it is

%the postition matrix

plot3(u(1,:), u(2,:), u(3,:), ’ro’);

axis(ax)

FF(1) = getframe; %prints the frame

Nsteps = 1000; %steps between frames

ssec = sec/M;

dt = ssec/Nsteps %h, step size

%t = round(M*.1);
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%set up parameter that prints every rth run

prun =1; %determines how often do energy calc if 1 every frame

%create time and energy vectors to hold data points for plot

genergy=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time=zeros(1,round(M/prun)+1);

time(1,1)=0;

%initial Energy Calc

ienergy= Energy(W)

%genergy will be difference between initial energy calc and energy

%calc at each subsequent calc

genergy(1,1)=0;

%rtime is value of programs run time for the integration method

%does not include plots or movie production time

rtime=0

%parameter that will allow you to keep track of maximum recorded

%differnce between initial energy calc and subsequent energy calcs

tdiff = 0;

for i = 1:M

tic

for jjj = 1:Nsteps

%calls the Verlet Method with current matrix to get new

W_new = Verlet(W, dt);

W = W_new; %updates the matrix

end

r = rem(i,prun); %calculates the energy every rth run

if r == 0

%calculates difference in system’s energy

genergy(1,(i/prun)+1)= Energy(W)-ienergy

%rdiff absolute value of difference

rdiff = abs(genergy(1,(i/prun)+1));

if rdiff > tdiff
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tdiff = rdiff;

end

time(1,(i/prun)+1)=i*Nsteps*dt;

end

%ftime is time interval for each of the M frames, and is added

%to rtime to get a total run time for the program

ftime = toc;

rtime = rtime +ftime;

%Plots position of current particles

plot3(W(1,:), W(2,:), W(3,:), ’o’);

axis(ax); %Locks the axis

FF(1+i) = getframe; %gets frame for the movie

end

%plot the graph of the energy

plot(time, genergy)

%prints final run time and final energy calc

rtime

fenergy =genergy(1, round(M/prun)+1)+ienergy

tdiff

movie2avi(FF, ’1D_Hook.avi’,’compression’, ’None’);

end

% the Verlet method is calculated here

function W_new = Verlet(W, h)

%First find acceleration using F = -grad(U)/m

A=accel(W(1:3,:));

%Next update the position for the current time step using the fact

%that x(t+h) = x(t)+v(t)*h+0.5*h*F(t)/m

NewP = W(1:3, :)+W(4:6, :)*h+0.5*A*h^2;

%Now find acceleration for next time step using F = -grad(U)/m

NextA = accel(NewP(1:3,:));

%calculate velocity for current timestep
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NewV = W(4:6, :)+0.5*(A+NextA)*h;

%put W back together again

W_new=[NewP; NewV];

end

function A = accel(u)

global MVector K;

b = size(u);

n = b(2);

A = 0*u;

%this portion calculates forces due to elastic potentials

%set up matrix for forces felt on left side of each particle

A_right = zeros(3, 1);

%set up matrix for forces felt on right side of each particle

A_left = zeros(3, 1);

%will start loop at particle 2 so first find force to left of

%particle 2, the force between particle 1 and particle 2

s_left = (u(:, 2) - u(:, 1)); %gets distance vector from 1 to 2

r_left = norm(s_left, 2); %takes the norm

%calculates the force where x is the distance from equilibrium

%position times a unit vector

A_left = -K*(r_left - 2^(1/6))*((s_left)/r_left);

%Now need force on right

for i = 2:n-1

%get distance vector to right of particle 2

s_right = (u(:, i) - u(:, i+1));

r_right = norm(s_right, 2); %take its norm

%add this force to right force matrix

A_right = -K*(r_right - 2^(1/6))*((s_right)/r_right);
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%The total force on the ith particle then is sum of left and

%right force

A(:, i) = A_right + A_left;

%We know that when we move to the next particle it will be

%force in the opposite direction from the current

A_left = -A_right;

end

%This portion calculates forces due to lj potentials

for i = 1:n-1

for j= i+1:n

sij = u(:, i) - u(:, j); %vector between particle i and j

rij = norm(sij, 2); %finds the 2-norm of vector

r2 = rij*rij;

r6 = r2^3;

r12 = r6^2;

s = (sij*48/r2)*(1/r12 -.5/r6); %finds force

A(:, j ) = A(:,j) - s;

A(:, i) = A(:,i) +s;

end

end

%to acutally calculate the force in each coordinate direction still

%need to divide by the mass in each coordinate direction

for j=1:n

for i=1:3

A(i,j) = A(i,j)/MVector(1,j);

end

end

%endpoints are fixed so no movement so 0 out end particles, first
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%column fixes one particle, n column fixes other

%A(:, 1) = 0;

%A(:, n)=0;

end

%This function calculates the total energy both potential and kinetic

function TE = Energy(W)

global MVector K;

%calculate kinetice energy

TE = 0; %variable for total energy of the system

ke = 0; %variable for kinetic energy of the system

b = size(W);

n = b(2); %loop parameter

svels = zeros(n,1); %sum of velocity squared needed for kinetic

for j=1:n

pv = 0; %will be norm of current particles velocity

for i = 4:6

%pvel is the square of the coordinate velocity of the current particle

pvel = W(i,j)^2;

pv = pv +pvel;

end

%adds up the sum of velocities of particles squared

svels(j,1) = svels(j,1) + pv;

end

ke = 0.5*MVector*svels; %calculates the total kinetic energy

%calculate potential energy

V = 0; %initialize variable for total potential energy

V_right = 0; %initialize variable for potential on right

V_left = 0; %initialize variable for potential on left
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%the loop will start at particle 2 and add potentials to right of ith

%particle to total potential so far, so we need to get potential to

%left of particle 2 (potential between particle 1 and particle 2)

%gets distance vector from particle 1 to 2

s_left = W(1:3, 2) - W(1:3, 1);

r_left = norm(s_left, 2); %finds the norm of distance vector

%caclulates potential between particles 1 and 2 with hooke’s law

V_left = V_left+ 0.5*K*(r_left-2^(1/6))^2;

V = V + V_left; %adds this potential to total

%Now we start the loop and so we don’t double count we only add

%potentials to the right of ith particle since we already will have

%ones on left

for i = 2:n-1

%gets vector from i+1 to ith particle

s_right = (W(1:3, i) - W(1:3, i+1));

r_right = norm(s_right, 2); %finds norm of distance vector

%calculates potential between ith and i+1 particle

V_right = 0.5*K*(r_right-2^(1/6))^2;

V = V + V_right; %adds this potential to total

end

%Now calculate and add lj potential to total

for i = 1:n-1

for j= i+1:n

%vector between particle i and j

sij = W(1:3, i) - W(1:3, j);

rij = norm(sij, 2); %find 2 norm

r2 = rij*rij;

r6 = r2^3;

r12 = r6^2;

%cacl lj potential and add to total

V = V + 4*(1/r12 - 1/r6);
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end

end

%sums kinetic and potential energy to find total energy of system

TE = ke + V;

end
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